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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to communication networks. More specifically, the present invention relates to networks in which network nodes are mobile and to setting up calls in such networks.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A network is used to supply a communication path between two end users. The network typically has the capacity to connect only a finite amount of communication traffic at any given instant. Each call consumes some portion of the total available communication resources. Moreover, a network may have numerous diverse resources available for use in forming any single call’s communication path. Thus, networks often perform a call setup process prior to establishing a call’s communication path. The call setup process identifies and assigns network resources to the upcoming call.

[0003] A network may be viewed as having a number of nodes. The end parties to a call communicate directly with their respective nodes. In some cases, the calling and called parties utilize the same network node. However, in other cases communication paths are established between diverse nodes, perhaps through intermediary nodes.

[0004] Call setup processes are well known in connection with networks having stationary end users. In this situation, a calling party need only identify a called party to one node of the network. That one node can analyze the called party’s identity to determine how to begin identifying and assigning network resources to setup the call.

[0005] However, the call setup process becomes more difficult when one or more of the end users are mobile. When mobile end users are involved, RF links are typically used to communicate with the end users. These RF links represent scarce resources which must be conserved to the maximum extent possible. Since the end users are mobile, the locations of called parties cannot be determined simply by examining the called parties’ identities. Hence, additional network resources must be consumed and additional intelligence must be designed into the network to determine how to setup a call to a called party whose location varies.

[0006] The call setup process is further complicated when at least some of the nodes of the network are mobile themselves. This situation occurs when satellites in moving-earth orbits are used as the network nodes with which network subscribers directly communicate. In this situation, the selection of particular network nodes through which a call is to be placed depends upon which satellites are in convenient locations at the instant a call is being setup.

[0007] Moreover, simple satellite designs are highly desirable to reduce network costs. In addition, simple satellite designs provide the most cost-effective network reliability because the repair of orbiting satellites is prohibitively expensive. Due to a desire to keep satellite designs simple, the complexity of call setup intelligence is preferably located in nodes of the network which are not mobile.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] In accordance with the present invention there is provided a method of operating a home subscriber information manager (SIM) portion of a network as claimed in claim 1.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] A more complete understanding of the present invention may be derived by referring to the detailed description and claims when considered in connection with the Figures, wherein like reference numbers refer to similar items throughout the Figures, and:
FIG. 1 shows a layout diagram of an environment within which the present invention is practiced; FIG. 2 shows a layout diagram of a cellular antenna pattern achieved by satellites configured in accordance with the teaching of the present invention; FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of a mobile unit; FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of a switching office and of a subscriber information manager; FIG. 5 shows a table of messages sent between various entities included in the environment illustrated in FIG. 1; FIG. 6 shows a data structure maintained within switching offices to support the messages described by FIG. 5; FIG. 7 shows a data structure maintained within subscriber information managers to support the messages described by FIG. 5; FIGs. 8-14 show flow charts of procedures performed by the mobile units to support call setup within the environment illustrated in FIG. 1; FIGs. 15-27 show flow charts of procedures performed by switching offices to support call setup within the environment illustrated in FIG. 1; and FIGs. 28-32 show flow charts of procedures performed by subscriber information managers to support call setup within the environment illustrated in FIG. 1.

The description presented below and the FIGs. are linked together through the use of reference numbers. These reference numbers are chosen to reflect the number of the FIG. in which the referenced items may be best observed. In particular, the most significant digit of all three-digit reference numbers and the most significant two digits of all four-digit reference numbers equal the number of a FIG. in which that referenced feature may be viewed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

FIG. 1 shows a layout diagram of an environment 100 configured in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. A constellation 102 consisting of several satellites 104 is placed in a relatively low orbit around the earth 106.

Environment 100 additionally includes one or more switching offices (SOs) 400. SOs 400 reside on the surface of earth 106 and are in data communication with nearby ones of satellites 104 through RF communication links 110. Satellites 104 are also in data communication with one another through data communication links 112. Hence, through constellation 102 of satellites 104, a SO 400 may control communications delivered to any size region of the earth 106. However, the region controlled by each SO 400 is preferably associated with one or more specific geo-political jurisdictions. SOs 400 couple to public switched telecommunication networks (PSTNs) 114, from which calls directed toward subscribers of environment 100 may be received and to which calls placed by subscribers of environment 100 may be sent.

Environment 100 also includes any number, potentially in the millions, of mobile units (MUs) 300. MUs 300 may be configured as conventional portable radio communication equipment. Environment 100 accommodates the movement of MUs 300 anywhere within the confines of earth 106, whether on or near the surface or in the atmosphere above earth 106. However, nothing requires MUs 300 to move, and environment 100 operates satisfactorily if a portion of the entire population of MUs 300 remains stationary. MUs 300 are configured to receive communications from satellites 104 and to perform other functions which are discussed below. MUs 300 communicate with nearby satellites 104 through communication channels 116.

Any number of subscriber information managers (SIMs) 118 are also included within environment 100. Each SIM 118 maintains a subscriber database that is relevant to only a discrete portion of the population of MUs 300. In the preferred embodiment, one SIM 118 is associated with each SO 400. In fact, a SIM 118 and a SO 400 may utilize the same computerized hardware. In such an embodiment, a SIM 118 and a SO 400 are separated logically rather than physically. Each SO 400 may communicate with any SIM 118 through constellation 102, PSTN 114, or internal computer structures when a SO 400 communicates with its logical partner SIM 118.

As will be discussed in more detail below, MUs 300 determine, at least in part, their own locations. In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, MUs 300 utilize a satellite positioning system 120, such as the Global Positioning System (GPS), in making this determination. System 120 includes a constellation of artificial satellites which orbit the earth. System 120 satellites may be the same or different than satellites 104. In a typical embodiment, the satellites of system 120 are different than satellites 104, but this is not essential. MUs 300 use conventional techniques to monitor and process signals transmitted by system 120 to determine their own locations. For convenience of explanation, the operation of system 120 is described below for a GPS position locating system. However, the use of a GPS position locating system is not intended to limit the present invention, and those skilled in the art will understand that other position locating systems may be used.

In general terms, environment 100 may be viewed as including a network 122 through which MUs 300 communicate. Network 122 is formed from constellation 102 of satellites 104, SOs 400, and SIMs 118. Calls may be setup between an originating MU (OMU) and a destination MU (DMU), calls may be setup between an OMU and a destination PSTN phone number, and calls may be setup between a PSTN phone number and a DMU. Generally speaking, each MU 300 engages
in control communications with a nearby SO 400 through constellation 102. These control communications take place prior to forming a communication path between a MU 300 and another unit, which may be another MU 300 or a PSTN phone number. In particular, a MU 300 communicates with the SO 400 via one or more satellites 104. This SO 400 may be considered the serving SO for that particular MU 300. When the MU 300 is acting as an OMU, then the corresponding SO 400 may be viewed as an origination SO (OSO). When the MU 300 is acting as a DMU, then the corresponding SO 400 may be viewed as a destination SO (DSO).

[0021] Due to the low earth orbits, satellites 104 constantly move relative to the earth 106. If, for example, satellites 104 are placed in orbits which are around 765 km above earth 106, then an overhead satellite 104 travels at a speed of around 25,000 km/hr with respect to a point on the surface of earth 106. This allows a satellite 104 to be within view of a point on the surface of the earth 106 for a maximum period of around nine minutes. Due to the relatively low orbits of satellites 104, line-of-sight electromagnetic transmissions from any one satellite cover a relatively small area of the earth 106 at any point in time. For example, when satellites 104 occupy orbits at around 765 km above the earth, such transmissions cover areas around 4075 km in diameter.

[0022] FIG. 2 shows a layout diagram of a cellular antenna pattern achieved by satellites 104. As shown in FIG. 2, each satellite 104 includes an array 202 of directional antennas. Each array 202 projects numerous discrete antenna patterns on the earth's surface at numerous diverse angles away from its satellite 104. FIG. 2 shows a diagram of a resulting pattern of cells 204 that satellites 104 collectively form on the surface of earth 106. A region 206, which is bounded by a double line in FIG. 2, results from the antenna patterns produced by an antenna array 202 of a single satellite 104. Cells 204 which reside outside of region 206 are produced by antenna arrays 202 from other satellites 104.

[0023] With satellites 104 traveling at speeds of up to 25,000 km/hr with respect to the earth 106, cells 204 also travel over the earth at close to this speed. At this speed, any given point on the surface of the earth resides within a single cell 204 for no more than around one minute.

[0024] Satellites 104 communicate with MUs 300 over links 116 using numerous frequency channels. Thus, satellites 104 and MUs 300 may desirably employ a frequency division multiple access (FDMA) scheme so that numerous independent communication links may be established simultaneously. The entire spectrum of these numerous frequency channels is available within each cell. For example, a seven-cell frequency reuse pattern, depicted in FIG. 2, is implemented using time division multiple access (TDMA) techniques to prevent interference between adjacent cells. In other words, while the entire spectrum is available in each cell, adjacent cells are assigned different time slots within which that spectrum may be used. In the preferred embodiment, frames are defined to include at least seven different time slots to correspond to the seven-cell reuse pattern. Cells 204 labeled with the letter "A" in FIG. 2 are assigned one time slot, cells 204 labeled with the letter "B" are assigned another time slot, and so on. That way, cells 204 which utilize the same spectrum at the same time are geographically spaced apart from one another. While FIG. 2 illustrates a seven-cell, seven time slot arrangement, those skilled in the art will understand that a larger or smaller reuse pattern can also be used. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that such a TDMA communication scheme is established at satellites 104. Moreover, when satellites 104 move at speeds of up to 25,000 km/hr, Doppler shift and time slot synchronization parameters between a MU 300 and a satellite 104 constantly change.

[0025] In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, satellites 104 are configured as moving repeaters. In other words, satellites 104 do little more than receive data communication messages from one source and pass these messages on to a destination. Nothing requires all of communication links 110, 112, and 116 to be similar in frequency and/or timing protocol parameters. Thus, satellites 104 may also re-package messages received from one communication link into a format compatible with another link before passing the messages on. In addition, satellites 104 may include components which help resolve Doppler and timing shift parameters in connection with the operation of links 110, 112, and 116. Satellites 104 may advantageously communicate such parameters to the entities with which they communicate, such as MUs 300, SOs 400, and other satellites 104, to help in maintaining synchronization with links 110, 112, and 116.

[0026] Satellites 104 preferably serve the role of a repeater in a call setup process. The intelligence required to identify and assign network resources is preferably shared to a large extent between MUs 300, SOs 400, and SIMs 118. This allows the design of satellites 104 to remain relatively simple. As a consequence, the weight, power, and design requirements of satellites 104 are lessened and the costs associated with satellites 104 are reduced. Moreover, possible failures related to call setup are more likely to be located on the ground where they may be corrected at less expense. Those skilled in the art are well aware of devices which act as repeaters. Since satellites 104 act as repeaters, their structure and operation need not be discussed in detail herein.

[0027] FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of a mobile unit 300. Mobile unit 300 includes a communication network transceiver 302 which transmits and receives signals in a format compatible with satellites 104 and network 122 (see FIG. 1). These signals include data messages which allow MU 300 to be in data communication with a nearby satellite 104. Through this satellite 104, MU 300 is also in data communication with any other node of
network 122, such as a nearby SO 400. A position location receiver 304 of MU 300, as for example a GPS receiver, receives the signals broadcast by positioning system 120 and generates data describing the current location of MU 300. Transceiver 302 and receiver 304 both couple to a processor 306. Processor 306 additionally couples to an input/output (I/O) section 308, a timer 310, and a memory 312. Processor 306 uses timer 310 to maintain the current date and time. Memory 312 includes data which serve as instructions to processor 306 and which, when executed by processor 306, cause MU 300 to carry out call setup procedures which are discussed below. In addition, memory 312 includes variables, tables, and databases that are manipulated due to the operation of MU 300.

I/O section 308 of MU 300 is used to collect inputs from a user of MU 300 and to provide outputs for the user to perceive. Section 308 includes, for example, a keypad 314 which is used to collect numbers that identify a party to whom a call may be directed. A power switch 316 is used to control the energization and de-energization of MU 300. A send key 318 is used to indicate when a called party’s number has been entered, and a hook switch 320 is used in a conventional sense. A display 322 is used to present visual information to the user, and an alarm or beeper 324 is used to provide an audible alert to the user. A handset, or multitone, 326 transforms audible signals into electrical signals, and vice-versa.

FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of a SO 400. SO 400 includes a transceiver 402 which transmits and receives signals in a format compatible with satellites 104. These signals carry data messages which allow SO 400 to communicate with a nearby satellite 104, with MUs 300 that the SO 400 is currently serving, with other SOS 400 that the SO 400 may be cooperating with in setting up a call, and with any SIM 118 within network 122. Transceiver 402 couples to a processor 404. Processor 404 also couples to an I/O section 406, a timer 408, a memory 410, and a PSTN interface 412. I/O section 406 receives input from keyboards and other input devices and provides data to display terminals, printers, and other output devices. Processor 404 uses timer 408 to maintain the current date and time. Memory 410 includes semiconductor, magnetic, and other storage devices for storing data that serve as instructions to processor 404 and which, when executed by processor 404, cause SO 400 to carry out procedures which are discussed below. In addition, memory 410 includes variables, tables, and databases that are manipulated due to the operation of SO 400. Through interface 412, SO 400 communicates with the PSTN 114.

In the preferred embodiment, the block diagram of FIG. 4 also applies to SIMs 118. Processor 404, I/O section 406, timer 408, and memory 410 may serve the dual role of SO 400 and SIM 118. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the difference between SIM 118 and SO 400 will be established through programming instructions stored in memory 410. Accordingly, the diverse logical entities of SO 400 and SIM 118 may operate in the same physical hardware.

FIGs. 5-7 present information which describes messages sent between MUs 300, SOS 400, and SIMs 118 in support of the call setup process and which describe data structures that are maintained, at least in part, to support call setup. In FIG. 5, columns are shown for message names, data conveyed by particular messages, and entities such as MUs 300, SOS 400, and SIMs 118 that play a role in connection with the messages.

While the table of FIG. 5 shows certain data items as being communicated by various messages, those skilled in the art will understand that other system concerns may make the communication of additional information in the messages desirable. Hence, the data items are to be viewed as a minimum set of data elements to be included in the messages.

The table of FIG. 5 includes separate columns for MU, OMU, and DMU to distinguish the various roles a MU 300 may play in connection with setting up a call. The MU column is relevant to messages which are not related to a particular call, the OMU column is relevant when a MU 300 is originating a particular call, and the DMU column is relevant when a MU 300 is the destination of a particular call. Likewise, SO, SOS, and DSO columns are provided to distinguish the various roles that a SO 400 may play in connection with a call. The SO column is relevant to messages that are not related to a particular call, the OSO column is relevant when a SO 400 is playing a role near an originating end of a call being setup, and the DSO column is relevant when a SO 400 is playing a role near a destination end of a call being setup.

FIGs. 8-14 show flow charts of procedures performed by MUs 300 to support call setup, FIGs. 15-27 show flow charts of procedures performed by SOS 400 to support call setup, and FIGs. 28-32 show flow charts of procedures performed by SIMs 118 to support call setup. Detailed discussions of the messages and data elements shown in FIGs. 5-7 are presented below where appropriate in connection with the procedures shown in FIGs. 8-32. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the procedures discussed below in connection with FIGs. 8-32 are controlled by programming instructions placed in memories 312 and 410 of MUs 300, SOS 400, and SIMs 118.

With respect to the procedures performed by MU 300 in support of call setup, as shown in FIGs. 8-14, FIG. 8 shows a Power On procedure 800 performed by any MU 300 upon energization. As shown in FIG. 8, a task 802 is among the first tasks performed by MU 300 within procedure 800. In task 802, MU 300 determines its current location. MU 300 may utilize positioning system 120 to determine its location, or any other positioning technique. Preferably, the determination of location is performed automatically, without receiving any infor-
mation from a user of MU 300. After task 802 has determined the location of MU 300, a process 900 is performed to gain synchronization with link 116 to a nearby satellite 104.

[0036] FIG. 9 shows a flow chart of Gain Synch procedure 900. Generally speaking, procedure 900 allows a MU 300 to communicate with network 122. In the preferred embodiment, network 122, through satellites 104, provides numerous channels which may be used for communication within link 116. One of these channels is a broadcast control channel (BCCH). The BCCH is continuously transmitted for receipt by MUs 300. By tracking the BCCH in a task 902, a MU 300 may perform an initial form of synchronization and obtain data that describes the satellite's identity and cell number. When MU 300 can receive the BCCH's data, a task 904 sends a "hello" message to this satellite on a random access channel (RACH). The hello message attempts to inform the satellite 104 of the MU's identity. The random access channel(s) are preferably operated in accordance with a multiple access technique known to those skilled in the art, such as a conventional carrier sense multiple access technique (CSMA) or the like. Thus, task 904 sends the hello message only if the RACH appears to be silent at the time of transmission.

[0037] After task 904, MU 300 monitors the BCCH in a query task 906 to detect any messages that might be directed to the MU 300. If, after a predetermined period of time, a message is not detected on the BCCH, a task 908 alters transceiver parameters and routes program control back to task 902 to again attempt to communicate with the satellite 104. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that task 908 may adjust frequency parameters to compensate for Doppler and may adjust timing parameters to compensate for a lack of time slot synchronization. By remaining in the loop of tasks 902-908 and adjusting frequency and timing parameters at task 908 in a systematic manner, the satellite 104 will eventually be able to detect the hello message and will respond with a message addressed to the MU 300 on the BCCH.

[0038] When this message is received, it will identify the MU 300 and convey the fact that the MU 300 has gained synchronization. This message will also inform the MU 300 of the parameters needed to more precisely adjust frequency and timing parameters of transceiver 302 for efficient communication. In the preferred embodiment, it instructs the MU 300 to begin communication operations on a specified control channel (CCH) of link 116. Accordingly, after receipt of this message, a task 910 is performed to adjust transceiver 302 to operate on the specified channel. Synchronization has been achieved, and duplex communication may now take place over this CCH.

[0039] With reference back to FIG. 8, after procedure 900 has been performed to gain synchronization, a task 804 causes a Log-On message 502 (see FIG. 5) to be sent to a nearby SO 400. Log-On message 502 includes a value (MU ID) which uniquely identifies the MU 300 sending message 502 and the location of the MU 300. Log-On message 502 may additionally include an encrypted authentication code which can be used in deciding whether to allow MU 300 to gain access to network 122.

[0040] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the sending of any message, whether message 502 or otherwise, by any entity within environment 100, whether MU 300 or otherwise, may include waiting for the receipt of an appropriate acknowledgment message. If an acknowledgement is not received within a predetermined period of time, then the message may be repeated. Likewise, the receipt of any message may include the transmission of an appropriate acknowledgement message in response to the received message. Such details are appreciated by those skilled in the art and are not discussed further herein.

[0041] After sending Log-On message 502, MU 300 performs a task 806 to enable a maintain synchronization (synch) mode of operation and waits at a query task 808 until a Log-On-Response message 504 is received over the CCH.

[0042] Generally speaking, the maintain synch mode of operation causes the frequency and timing parameters programmed into transceiver 302 to track Doppler and timing characteristics of the moving nodes, or satellites 104, of network 122. This mode will be discussed in more detail below in connection with FIG. 10. When task 808 determines that Log-On-Response message 504 has been received, a task 810 disables the maintain synch mode of operation, and a query task 812 evaluates Log-On-Response message 504 to determine whether access to network 122 has been granted. By disabling the maintain synch mode of operation, synchronization with the CCH will soon be lost by MU 300 due to the movement of satellites 104. By losing synchronization, resources of network 122 are conserved so that they may be used by other MUs. MU 300 may continue to track the BCCH.

[0043] When task 812 determines that the MU's log-on request has been granted, program control progresses to a Standby procedure 1100, which is described below. When the log-on request is denied, a process 814 is performed in response to the denial. Process 814 may, for example, display an appropriate message on display 322.

[0044] FIG. 10 shows a flow chart of Background procedure 1000. Procedure 1000 is performed in a background mode by MU 300. In other words, procedure 1000 continuously operates even though other tasks not related to procedure 1000 are being performed in generally the same time frame. A task 1002 utilizes timer 310 to maintain a time-of-day clock. A task 1004 determines the current location of MU 300 in the same manner as task 802, discussed above.

[0045] A query task 1006 determines whether a Location-Update message 506 needs to be sent to net-
work 122. Message 506 reports the current location of MU 300 to network 122. As will be discussed below, this location data is retained at a serving SO 400 and in a home SIM 118 for the MU 300. In one embodiment, message 506 is sent on a regular schedule, such as every few hours. In another embodiment, message 506 is sent when MU 300 travels a predetermined distance from a location which was previously reported to network 122. In yet another embodiment, network 122 sends data describing a border to MU 300, and MU 300 sends Location-Update message 506 only when MU 300 passes over the border characterized by the border data.

In addition, message 506 is sent when MU 300 loses its ability to track the BCCH for a predetermined period of time. DMU 300 may lose its ability to track the BCCH when it is carried into a basement or some other structure which interferes with reception. Task 1006 evaluates an account (discussed below) which is kept of BCCH unavailability. In each embodiment, task 1006 evaluates some sort of threshold to determine if MU 300 has exceeded the threshold. When one of such thresholds is exceeded, the MU's location is reported to network 122.

Regardless of the particular embodiments used to determine when to report location, when task 1006 determines that message 506 needs to be sent to network 122, Gain Synch procedure 900, discussed above, is performed to allow MU 300 to communicate with network 122, and a task 1008 sends Location-Update message 506 over the CCH obtained through procedure 900. Message 506 conveys the ID of MU 300 and data describing the current location of MU 300. After task 1008, program control proceeds back to task 1002, or optionally (not shown) to a task 1010.

When task 1006 determines that message 506 need not be sent yet, query task 1010 determines whether the maintain synch mode of operation, discussed above, is enabled. If this mode of operation is not enabled, then program control returns to task 1002 to complete a program loop.

When the maintain synch mode of operation is enabled, a query task 1012 determines whether a timer has expired to indicate that a stay-alive message should be sent to satellite 104 so that synchronization may be maintained. When satellites 104 are placed in the above-discussed low earth orbits which cause them to move at a rate of around 25,000 km/hr, frequency and timing adjustments to transceiver 302 are desirably made around every 500 msec. When task 1012 determines that a stay-alive message should be sent, a task 1014 sends the stay-alive message over the currently active CCH. The stay-alive message identifies the MU 300. By sending the stay-alive message to a satellite 104, the satellite 104 will utilize conventional techniques to calculate Doppler and timing shift and automatically respond with a gained-synch message. In a task 1016, MU 300 receives the gained-synch message, which provides parameters to use in making timing and frequency adjustments to transceiver 302. After adjusting transceiver 302 to maintain synchronization with the CCH, program control loops back to task 1002.

5 FIG. 11 shows a flow chart of a Standby procedure 1100. As discussed above, procedure 1100 is performed after MU 300 has been logged on network 122. Generally speaking, in procedure 1100 MU 300 simply waits for a call to be setup. In particular, at a task 1102, MU 300 monitors the BCCH. The BCCH is used by network 122 to inform MU 300 of an incoming call. Task 1102 also keeps an account of the time during which the BCCH cannot be received. When the BCCH may again be received, this account may desirably be reset. This account is used as discussed above in connection with task 1006. In addition, task 1102 monitors I/O section 308 to determine if the user of MU 300 is entering information which will lead to the sending of a call. In a preferred embodiment, a user may manipulate keypad 314 to enter a phone number or other identifying code, then press send button 318 to cause the phone number or code to be sent to network 122.

A switching task 1104 responds to a received input that signals a call setup related activity. Task 1104 routes program control to an appropriate procedure when a call setup related activity occurs. If no call setup activity occurs, task 1102 repeats. If an Incoming-Call message 508 is detected on the BCCH, then a procedure 1200 is performed. If a manipulation of I/O section 308 which instructs MU 300 to place a call is detected, a Send Call procedure 1300 is performed. And, if a manipulation of power switch 316 is detected, a Power Off procedure 1400 is performed. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that task 1104 may additionally recognize other stimulations not related to call setup and route program control accordingly.

FIG. 12 shows a flow chart of Incoming-Call message procedure 1200. Procedure 1200 is performed whenever MU 300 receives Incoming-Call message 508. This message is received over the BCCH, and includes the MU's ID. Message 508 informs MU 300 that a call is being setup for MU 300. In other words, MU 300 is the called party in a call. When MU 300 receives the message 508, it acts as a destination MU or DMU 300 for the purposes of FIG. 12.

When message 508 is received, procedure 1200 performs Gain Synch procedure 900, discussed above. As a result of performing procedure 900, DMU 300 can communicate with network 122 over a CCH. After gaining synchronization with the CCH, a task 1202 sends a Unit-Found message 510 to its serving SO 400. The SO 400 serving DMU 300 controls the destination end of the call being setup. Hence, this SO 400 will be referred to as DSO 400 for the purposes of FIG. 12. Unit-Found message 510 conveys the identity of DMU 300 and informs DSO 400 that the DMU 300 to which a call is being placed has now been found. As will be discussed below, this causes network 122 to cease searching for DMU 300.
A task 1204 enables the maintain synch mode of operation discussed above. This will cause DMU 300 to hold the CCH open for future communications. A task 1206 initiates a ring sequence. DMU 300 may, for example, initiate the ring sequence by operating beeper 324 so that a ringing signal is produced to alert a user of DMU 300 to the incoming call.

After task 1206, a query task 1208 monitors hook switch 320 to determine when an off-hook condition occurs. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that an off-hook condition refers to a user answering the call whether or not an actual hook switch is utilized in making the determination. If the off-hook condition is not detected, then the user has not yet acknowledged the incoming call, and a query task 1210 determines whether a Kill-Call message 512 has been received from network 122 at DMU 300. Kill-Call message 512 informs DMU 300 that the call is being terminated. If no Kill-Call message 512 has been received at DMU 300, program control loops back to task 1208 to wait until either the call is killed or the user answers DMU 300.

If Kill-Call message 512 has been received at DMU 300 when task 1210 is performed, a task 1212 disables the maintain synch mode of operation so that DMU 300 will lose synchronization with the CCH and the CCH will be released for use by other MUs. A task 1214 stops the ringing sequence because the user need not now be alerted to an incoming call. After task 1214, program control returns to Standby procedure 1100 to await the next call setup related event.

When the user of DMU 300 answers the incoming call, task 1208 routes program control to a task 1216. Task 1216 stops the ringing sequence because the user need no longer be alerted to the incoming call. A task 1218 sends an Off-Hook message 514 to DSO 400 over the CCH. Message 514 carries the MU ID of DMU 300 and informs DSO 400 that the user has answered the call. In response, DSO 400 allocates the resources needed to connect the call to DMU 300.

After task 1218, a task 1220 waits until a Call-Connected message 516 is received. Message 516 is directed to DMU 300 and informs DMU 300 that the call is now connected. Message 516 carries information which informs DMU 300 to tune in a traffic channel (TCH) to use in the upcoming call. In the preferred embodiment, the TCH is a duplex channel that is assigned by satellite 104 in accordance with the current channel availability of satellite 104. In task 1220, DMU 300 adjusts transceiver 302 to tune in the specified TCH. Once a traffic channel is assigned, real time, continuous communication, given the TDMA scheme discussed above, takes place over the TCH. DMU 300 may now process the call, as shown at task 1222. By processing the call, audio signals are continuously obtained from handset 326, digitized, vocoded, packetized to conform to the TDMA protocol of the TCH, and transmitted over the TCH to network 122. Likewise, data packets are continuously received over the TCH, decoded, and presented in audible form at handset 326. In addition, DMU 300 continuously monitors hook switch 320 to determine if the user of DMU 300 ends the call and monitors TCH for Kill-Call message 512, which would also inform DMU 300 that the call has ended. Although not related to setting up a call, when DMU 300 ends a call, DMU 300 sends Kill-Call message 512 to network 122. When the call ends, program control returns to Standby procedure 1100 to await the next call setup related event.

FIG. 13 shows a flow chart of Send Call procedure 1300. Procedure 1300 is performed when a user has instructed MU 300 to originate a call to another unit or party. When MU 300 receives instructions to originate a call by a user, it acts as an origination MU, or OMU 300 for the purposes of FIG. 13.

Procedure 1300 performs Gain Synch procedure 900, discussed above. As a result of performing procedure 900, OMU 300 can communicate with network 122 over a CCH. After gaining synchronization with the CCH, a task 1302 sends an Outgoing-Call message 518 to its serving SO 400 over the CCH. The SO 400 serving OMU 300 controls the origination end of the call being setup. Hence, this SO 400 will be referred to as OSO 400 for the purposes of FIG. 13. Outgoing-Call message 518 conveys the identity of OMU 300 and informs OSO 400 that OMU 300 wishes to setup a call. Message 518 additionally conveys a code that identifies the destination party. This code may be a phone number for a device coupled to PSTN 114 or another code which identifies a DMU 300. Preferably, DMUs 300 are uniquely identified using a series of digits which conform to telephone numbering standards. As will be discussed below, this causes OSO 400 to initiate control communications related to setting up the requested call.

A task 1304 enables the maintain synch mode of operation so that the CCH will remain open for future communications. A task 1306 begins some sort of user feedback. The user feedback may be a conventional ringing tone, or may be some other automated recording which informs the user that progress is being made in setting up the requested call.

If task 1310 determines whether Call-Connected message 516 has been received yet at OMU 300. If the Call-Connected message has not been received, a query task 1310 monitors I/O section 308, for example hook switch 320 of section 308, to determine whether the user has decided to terminate the call. If a call termination condition is not indicated, program control loops back to task 1308. Procedure 1300 continues to loop through tasks 1308-1310 until OMU 300 receives Call-Connected message 516 or until the user of OMU 300 terminates the call. Of course, those skilled in the art will appreciate that MUs 300 may be designed so that portions of I/O section 308 other than hook switch 320 can be used to signal a call termination.

If task 1310 determines that the user of OMU 300 has terminated the call, then a task 1312 stops the user feedback which was begun above in task 1306, and...
a task 1314 sends Kill-Call message 512 to OSO 400 over the CCH. As a result of task 1314, OSO 400 will cease operations directed toward setting up the call. A task 1316 is performed to disable the maintain sync mode of operation so that O MU 300 will soon lose synchronization with the CCH and the CCH will become available for use by other MUs 300. After task 1316, program control returns to Standby procedure 1100 to await the next call setup related event.

[0064] When task 1308 encounters Call-Connected message 516, a task 1318 adjusts transceiver 302 to the traffic channel (TCH) specified by message 516. A task 1320 stops the user feedback started above in task 1306. The call has now been connected, and may be processed as discussed above in connection with process 1222. Upon completion of the call, program control returns to Standby procedure 1100 to await the next call setup related event.

[0065] The powering off of MU 300 is also a call setup related event. FIG. 14 shows a flow chart of Power Off procedure 1400, which is performed when a command to turn MU 300 off is detected from I/O section 308. Procedure 1400 performs Gain Synch procedure 900, discussed above. As a result of performing procedure 900, MU 300 can communicate with network 122 over a CCH. After gaining synchronization with the CCH, a task 1402 sends a Log-Off message 520 to network 122. Message 520 carries the identity of the logging off MU 300 and informs network 122 that the MU 300 is powering down. As will be discussed in more detail below, network 122 uses Log-On and Log-Off messages 502 and 520, respectively, to keep track of whether a MU 300 is available to receive calls. By determining when a MU 300 is not available to receive calls because of being powered off, network 122 is generally able to block the setting up of calls to powered off MUs 300 at an early stage in the call setup process. This conserves network resources because the call setup process is prevented from progressing to near completion in such circumstances. After task 1402, a task 1404 de-energizes MU 300. When MU 300 is again powered up, it will begin performing Power On procedure 800, discussed above.

[0066] FIGs. 15-27 show flow charts of procedures performed by SO 400 in support of the call setup process. Generally speaking, SO 400 receives and responds to various messages to support the call setup process. Messages can be received from MUs 300 which are logging on or logging off network 122. Messages can be received from OMUs 300, which are attempting to originate a call, and from DMUs 300 to which calls are being directed. Messages may be received at DSOs 400 from OSOs 400, and vice-versa, to support call setup. And, messages may be received from SIMs 118 in response to call setup related messages directed to SIMs 118. OSOs 400 send various messages to these entities in response to the messages that are received. SOs 400, with support from SIMs 118, possess the bulk of the intelligence used in setting up calls in environment 100. As discussed above, the role of the moving nodes provided by satellites 104 is simply to serve substantially as repeaters for transferring messages between MUs 300 and serving SOs 400.

[0067] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that SOs 400 may engage in numerous other activities related to the operation of network 122. In addition, while the preferred embodiment of the present invention places the bulk of call setup intelligence in SOs 400, those skilled in the art will appreciate that some of the features described herein as taking place in SOs 400 may desirably be shifted to satellites 104 in particular applications, and that the precise location of this intelligence is of lesser importance than the functions achieved thereby.

[0068] FIG. 15 shows a flow chart of a SO Executive procedure 1500 which SO 400 performs in support of the call setup process. Procedure 1500 examines messages received at SO 400 and switches program control to an appropriate procedure to respond to the received message. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that all procedures controlled by procedure 1500 may be reentrant. Hence, numerous diverse ones of these procedures may be in progress at any given time with respect to one or more calls being setup, and at any single point in time each of these procedures may be in progress multiple times with respect to different calls. FIGs. 16-27 present flow charts of these procedures.

[0069] FIG. 16 shows a flow chart of a Log-On message procedure 1600. SO 400 performs procedure 1600 when a Log-On message 502, discussed above in connection with MU procedure 800, is received. The receipt of a Log-On message 502 indicates that a MU 300 is attempting to access network 122 to receive communication services.

[0070] Procedure 1600 performs a query task 1602 to authenticate the MU 300. Task 1602 may advantageously perform a decryption operation on the authentication code, then examine the authentication code by evaluating error detection codes and the like to determine authenticity. If the authentication process concludes that MU 300 is not an authorized subscriber to network 122, then a task 1604 constructs and sends Log-On-Response message 504 back to MU 300. Task 1604 causes message 504 to convey an "access denied" message to MU 300. After task 1604, program control exits procedure 1600. By authenticating MUs 300 at SOs 400, many unauthorized access attempts may be detected and blocked without consuming further resources of network 122. Such MUs 300 will not be allowed to place calls or receive calls, and such MUs 300 will be blocked without the consumption of a significant amount of network resources.

[0071] When task 1602 determines that MU 300 appears to be authentic, a task 1606 opens an active subscriber record (ASR) 600 for MU 300. FIG. 6 shows exemplary data items maintained in an ASR 600. One ASR 600 is kept in a database for each active subscriber. SO 400 generally communicates with those MUs 300 that...
are located within its region of jurisdiction. Accordingly, ASRs 600 for all active MUs 300 within environment 100 are distributed throughout the SOs 400 within environment 100.

[0072] Task 1606 marks a status data element 602 of the just-opened ASR 600 to indicate a pending status. This indicates that the MU 300 is not yet logged on network 122. In addition, task 1606 saves the location data carried by Log-On message 502 in a location data element 604 of ASR 600. The ID of the MU 300 sending the Log-On message 502 is saved in a data element 606. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that ASRs 600 may be arranged or otherwise linked with other information so that they may be quickly accessed given a MU ID value. Moreover, nothing prevents network 122 from substituting a local or temporary ID for the unique system-wide MU ID.

[0073] With reference back to FIG. 16, a task 1608 determines the "home" SIM (HSIM) 118 for the MU 300 sending Log-On message 502. The HSIM is the SIM 118 to which that MU 300 is assigned. It may not be the SIM 118 associated with the SO 400 serving the region in which the MU 300 is currently located. The HSIM determination may advantageously be made by evaluating the MU ID. Preferably, MU IDs are assigned so that a particular field of the MU ID (4-10 bits for example) identifies the HSIM for that MU 300. Thus, by examining this field the SO 400 receiving the Log-On message 502 may identify the MU’s HSIM 118.

[0074] After task 1608, Log-On message 502 is sent on to the HSIM 118 at a task 1610. The sending of message 502, or any other message within the call setup process, on to HSIM 118, or any other entity within network 122, does not imply that the message is unaltered. Rather, an entity may add, delete, or alter data conveyed by the message without changing the basic thrust of the message. For example, task 1610 adds data to message 502 that identifies the SO 400 sending the message to HSIM 118. That way HSIM 118 may know the address of the SO 400 to which a response is directed. In one embodiment, SO 400 may simply replace the location data carried by message 502 with its own ID. Since SOs 400 are responsible for their own jurisdictions, their IDs serve as location data, albeit not as precise, for the HSIMs 118. In addition, SO 400 may remove the authentication code from message 502 if HSIM 118 does not rely on this code in performing its validation of the authentication code from message 502 if HSIM 118.

[0075] FIG. 17 shows a flow chart of a Log-On-Response message procedure 1700. SO 400 performs procedure 1700 when a Log-On-Response message 504, discussed above in connection with MU procedure 800, is received. Message 504 is received at a SO 400 from a HSIM 118. Message 504 indicates whether the MU 300 identified therein has been granted access to network 122. If MU 300 has been granted access, message 504 carries data descriptive of MU 300 which are relevant to setting up calls for MU 300.

[0076] Procedure 1700 performs a task 1702 to determine if an ASR 600 exists for the MU 300 to which message 504 is directed. Message 504 carries a MU ID which task 1702 may use in accessing the appropriate record. If no ASR 600 is present, a task 1704 determines an appropriate repeater area to use in sending the Log-On-Response message on to the MU 300. In the preferred embodiment where satellites 104 represent repeaters, task 1704 determines an appropriate routing code or satellite 104 and cell 204 to use for transmitting message 504 to MU 300. Task 1704 then sends the Log-On-Response message 504 on to the MU 300. When no ASR exists for a MU 300, the Log-On-Response message 504 is configured to tell MU 300 that access to network 122 is denied. After task 1704, program control exits procedure 1700 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

[0077] When task 1702 determines that an ASR 600 exists for the MU 300 identified by message 504, a query task 1706 examines the message 504 received from HSIM 118 to determine whether access to network 122 has been granted. If access has not been granted, a task 1708 purges or removes the ASR 600 for this MU and program control proceeds to task 1704, discussed above, to inform MU 300 that access has been denied. Location data 604 from the removed ASR 600 may be used in determining which satellite 104 to use in sending message 504 on to MU 300.

[0078] When task 1706 determines that message 504 conveys access granted information, a task 1710 marks status data element 602 of ASR 600 as being active or logged on. This active status will be interpreted as a not busy state. Task 1710 also obtains features data from message 504 and saves this data in a features data element 608 of ASR 600. The features describe various communication service options which have been subscribed to for MU 300. Such features may include, for example, a service priority level, a ring through feature, a call forward feature, a conference call feature, or any other feature conventionally known in connection with telephony.

[0079] After task 1710, task 1704 again sends Log-On-Response message 504 on to MU 300. This time, task 1704 configures message 504 to communicate an access granted message. Moreover, task 1704 may desirably remove the features from message 504 before sending it on to MU 300 if such data are of no use to MU 300.

[0080] FIG. 18 shows a flow chart of a Location-Update message procedure 1800. SO 400 performs procedure 1800 when a Location-Update message 506, discussed above in connection with MU procedure 800, is received. Message 506 is received at a SO 400 from a MU 300. Message 506 identifies a MU 300 that is currently logged on network 122 and provides current location data for the MU 300.
Procedure 1800 performs a task 1802 to obtain the location data from message 506 and save the location data in the MU's ASR 600. Next, an optional task 1804 determines the HSIM for MU 300 and sends message 506 on to that HSIM 118. As discussed above, the location data sent on to HSIM 118 need not be identical to the location data supplied to SO 400. The location data sent from SO 400 to HSIM 118 may, for example, simply identify the SO 400 within whose jurisdiction MU 300 currently resides. Although not shown, those skilled in the art will appreciate that procedure 1800 may additionally examine the location data and refrain from passing message 506 on to HSIM 118 if the location data to be passed on to HSIM 118 would be substantially identical to location data already recorded at HSIM 118. In addition, nothing prevents SO 400 from passing a message back to MU 300 so that MU 300 may use the message in establishing a threshold for use in connection with task 1006, discussed above. After task 1804, program control exits procedure 1800 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

FIG. 19 shows a flow chart of a Log-Off message procedure 1900. SO 400 performs procedure 1900 when a Log-Off message 520, discussed above in connection with MU procedure 1400, is received. Message 520 is received at a SO 400 from a MU 300. Message 520 identifies a MU 300 that is currently logged on network 122. Procedure 1900 performs a task 1902 to remove or purge the MU's ASR 600 from the database of ASRs 600. As a result of purging ASR 600, calls will not be received from or directed to that MU 300 until another Log-On message 502 is received. A task 1904 is performed to determine the HSIM 118 to which MU 300 is assigned and to send Log-Off message 520 on to that HSIM 118. After task 1904, program control exits procedure 1900 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

FIG. 20 shows a flow chart of an Outgoing-Call message procedure 2000. SO 400 performs procedure 2000 when an Outgoing-Call message 518, discussed above in connection with MU procedure 1300, is received. Message 518 is received at a SO 400 from a MU 300 that is attempting to originate a call (an OMU). Message 518 identifies OMU 300 and provides a destination ID, which identifies the party being called. Procedure 2000 is also performed when a call is received from PSTN 114. When SO 400 performs procedure 2000, it acts as a call originating SO (OSO).

Procedure 2000 initially performs a task 2002. When procedure 2000 is originating a call from an OMU 300 rather than PSTN 114, task 2002 marks status data element 602 of the OMU's ASR 600 as being busy. In addition, task 2002 initializes a call record for the upcoming call. This call record preferably includes data conventionally included in telephony call records. Such call records are used for billing purposes and for obtaining network usage statistics. Task 2002 may additionally set a busy alarm. The busy alarm represents a timer which will expire at a predetermined time and provide a busy alarm message to Executive procedure 1500. This alarm is set so that if the call cannot be setup within a predetermined period of time, OMU 300 will receive a busy signal.

After task 2002, a query task 2004 determines whether the destination ID included with message 518 indicates a PSTN number or an ID of another MU 300 (a DMU). When message 518 identifies a PSTN phone number, a task 2006 performs a table look-up operation to determine which DSO 400 serves the phone number. After task 2006, a task 2008 sends a Ring message 522 from the OSO 400 performing task 2008 to this DSO 400. Ring message 522 conveys an ID for the DSO 400 and the destination ID of the party being called. After task 2008, program control exits procedure 2000 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that a single SO 400 may serve the roles of OSO and DSO for a single call. When messages are sent between an OSO and a DSO that are actually the same SO 400, they may simply be placed in a message queue managed by Executive procedure 1500. Such messages will be processed by SO 400 in due course.

When task 2004 determines that the called party is a DMU 300, a query task 2009 investigates the ASR database of OSO 400 to determine if it includes an ASR 600 for DMU 300. A large percentage of calls are made locally. Thus, a large probability exists that OSO 400 can also serve as DSO 400. If an ASR 600 exists for DMU 300, task 2009 investigates the ASR database of DSO 400 to determine if it includes an ASR 600 for DMU 300. If an ASR 600 exists for DMU 300, task 2009 also performs a query task 2010 to determine whether the destination ID included with message 518 indicates a PSTN phone number or an ID of another MU 300 (a DMU). When message 518 identifies a PSTN phone number, a task 2012 performs a table look-up operation to determine which DSO 400 serves the phone number. After task 2012, a task 2014 sends a Ring message 522 from the OSO 400 performing task 2008 to this DSO 400. Ring message 522 conveys an ID for the DSO 400 and the destination ID of the party being called. After task 2014, program control exits procedure 2000 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that a single SO 400 may serve the roles of OSO and DSO for a single call. When messages are sent between an OSO and a DSO that are actually the same SO 400, they may simply be placed in a message queue managed by Executive procedure 1500. Such messages will be processed by SO 400 in due course.
the message in an appropriate queue for the partner HSIM 118 for evaluation in due course. After task 2012, program control exits procedure 2000 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

**[0090]** FIG. 21 shows a flow chart of a Ring message procedure 2100. SO 400 performs procedure 2100 when a Ring message 522, discussed above in connection with Outgoing-Call Message procedure 2000, is received. Message 522 is received at SO 400 from an OSO 400 that is attempting to originate a call. Message 522 is routed to SO 400 because the SO 400 has been determined to be the destination SO 400 (DSO) for a call that is being setup. DSO 400 may provide access to PSTN 114 or a DMU 300. Message 522 carries data that identify the OSO 400 which sent message 522 and provide a destination ID. The destination ID identifies the party being called.

**[0091]** Procedure 2100 initially performs a query task 2102. Task 2102 examines the destination ID carried by message 522 to determine whether the call is destined for PSTN 114 or a DMU 300. If the call is destined for a PSTN phone number, a task 2104 processes the call in a manner consistent with the requirements of the PSTN. For example, task 2104 may desirably "dial" the phone number indicated by the destination ID from message 522. Of course, those skilled in the art will appreciate that dialing a phone number includes the application of dual tone multifrequency (DTMF) or other signaling tones to PSTN 114. A call record may be initialized to keep track of the call for billing and statistical purposes. The PSTN may be monitored to determine whether a busy signal, a ringing signal, or an answer results from dialing the PSTN phone number. If a busy signal is detected, then a Ring-Failure message 526 may be returned to OSO 400. Ring-Failure message 526 will be discussed in more detail below. If the call is answered, Call-Connected message 516 may be returned to OSO 400.

**[0092]** If task 2102 determines that the call is destined for a DMU 300, then a query task 2106 examines the ASR database of DSO 400 to determine if an ASR 600 for the identified DMU 300 indicates that a call may be placed to the DMU 300. The call may not be cleared for placement to the identified DMU 300 for several reasons. For example, no ASR 600 may exist for the DMU 300, or the DMU's ASR 600 may indicate a pending or busy status at data element 602. Features data element 608 may be evaluated to determine if DMU 300 does not have a ring-through feature. If any of these conditions are detected, then a task 2108 sends Ring-Failure message 526 back to OSO 400. Message 526 preferably includes the DMU's ID and a code which describes the type of Ring-Failure encountered. After task 2108, program control exits procedure 2100 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

**[0093]** When task 2106 determines that the DMU's ASR 600 exists and permits a call to be placed to DMU 300, a task 2110 initializes a call record, as discussed above in connection with task 2002. Next, a task 2112 determines a repeater area to use in sending an Incoming-Call message 508 to DMU 300. When the mobile repeater nodes of network 122 are satellites 104 that project cells 204 on earth 106, task 2112 determines a satellite and cell to utilize in sending Incoming-Call message 508 to DMU 300. This determination may be made using the location data 604 stored in the DMU's ASR 600, the current time, and a list of satellite positions versus time. Of course, nothing prevents task 2112 from determining that multiple satellites 104 and/or multiple cells 204 thereof may be used for sending message 508 to DMU 300. In an alternative embodiment, task 2112 determines which satellite 104 to use in sending message 508 to DMU 300, and that satellite 104 determines the cell(s) to use in locating DMU 300. After task 2112, a task 2114 sends Incoming-Call message 508. As discussed above, message 508 carries the ID of DMU 300, is broadcast over a satellite's broadcast control channel (BCCH), and informs the identified DMU 300 of the incoming call.

**[0094]** Network 122 may not be able to precisely predict which satellite(s) and cell(s) are best for use in sending message 508. The lack of precision may be due to the fact that a DMU 300 has moved since it supplied network 122 with location data. Alternatively, the DMU 300 may be in a location which, at the instant that message 508 is to be sent to DMU 300, is near the borders of the areas covered by a cell 204 or satellite 104. When DMU 300 is near such a border, an ambiguity exists in determining which satellite 104 and cell 204 carry the BCCH that DMU 300 is monitoring. Accordingly, the call setup process of the present invention contemplates the use of a searching technique to provide adequate assurances that DMU 300 will receive message 508.

**[0095]** A query task 2116 determines whether the search for DMU 300 is now finished. The search may be finished when either DMU 300 sends Unit-Found message 510 to DSO 400, discussed below, or when network 122 concludes that DMU 300 probably cannot be reached at the current time and that further attempts will waste an excessive amount of network resources. DMU 300 may not be reachable for various reasons. For example, DMU 300 may have been carried into a base-ment or other structure which interferes with reception.

**[0096]** When task 2116 determines that the search may continue, program control is looped back to task 2112, which selects another satellite and/or cell to use in sending message 508 to DMU 300. With reference to FIG. 2, a first attempt at sending message 508 may desirably be directed to the cell 204 where location data 604 of ASR 600 places DMU 300. If Unit-Found message 510 is not received within a predetermined period of time, typically on the order of 200 msec. or less, then the six cells 204 that surround this cell may be used, either concurrently or in succession, in sending message 508. If Unit-Found message 510 is still not returned, task 2116 may, but need not, conclude that the
search is now done.

[0097] If task 2116 concludes that the search is finished, program control proceeds in one of two different directions. If the search finishes because Unit-Found message 510 has been received, then program control simply exits procedure 2100 and returns to Executive procedure 1500. If the search finishes because no Unit-Found message 510 has been received after several different cells 204 have been used in sending Incoming-Call message 508 to DMU 300, program control proceeds to task 2108. Task 2108 sends Ring-Failure message 526 back to OSO 400.

[0098] FIG. 22 shows a flow chart of a Locate-Unit-Response message procedure 2200. SO 400 performs procedure 2200 when a Locate-Unit-Response message 528 is received from a HSIM 118. As discussed above in connection with Outgoing-Call message procedure 2000, when a SO 400 acting as an OSO receives a request to setup a call to a DMU 300, it sends Locate-Unit message 524 to the DMU's HSIM 118 to learn the DMU's current location. Locate-Unit-Response message 528 is the HSIM's response to Locate-Unit message 524. When SO 400 performs procedure 2200, it is acting in its OSO capacity. Locate-Unit-Response message 528 carries the DMU's ID. It also carries at least one of two other items of information. If DMU 300 is logged on network 122, message 528 conveys the location of DMU 300. If DMU 300 is not logged on network 122, message 528 conveys the fact that it is not logged on.

[0099] Procedure 2200 initially performs a query task 2202. Task 2202 examines the received message 528 to determine if a call is possible. A call is considered not possible if the DMU 300 to which the call is directed is not logged on network 122, in which case the call cannot be reached. When the call is not possible, a call setup failure routine 2204 is performed. Routine 2204 first desirably performs a task 2206, which sends a message to the party attempting to place the call. This party may be OMU 300 or a PSTN device. Task 2206 may send Out-Hook message 518 to indicate that DMU 300 is no longer receiving the call. Next, a task 2208 plays or initiates an appropriate call recording over an appropriate channel if to a DMU 300 or to a PSTN line if to a PSTN device. The recording may, for example, verbally inform the caller that the called party cannot be reached at the present time.

[0100] After task 2208 has played or initiated the recording (which may be stored internally in the OMU), a task 2210 sends Kill-Call message 512 if the call is being placed by OMU 300. Task 2210 interrupts or "hangs up" the PSTN line if the call is being placed by a PSTN device. Next, a task 2212 finalizes and sends the call record previously initialized in connection with this call, as discussed above in connection with task 2002. The call record need not be sent at once but may be collected with other call records and sent in a batch at a convenient time. The call record is preferably sent to a node of network 122 which is designated for collecting and processing call records originated by OSO 400. Nothing prevents the hardware in which SO 400 is embodied from additionally performing this call record processing function as yet another logical entity partner to SO 400.

After task 2212, program control exits routine 2204 and procedure 2200, and program control returns to Executive routine 1500. The call setup process has been terminated.

[0101] When task 2202 determines that Locate-Unit-Response message 528 conveys information suggesting that DMU 300 is logged on network 122, a task 2214 updates the call record established for this call and determines which SO 400 is the DSO for this call. This determination may be made by examining the location data carried by message 528. As discussed above, this location data may desirably represent the address of the SO 400 that is currently serving the DMU 300. However, OSO 400 may convert any other format of location data, such as latitude/longitude data, into an address for DSO 400 through a table look-up operation.

[0102] After task 2214, a task 2216 sends Ring message 522 to DSO 400. Ring message 522 was discussed above in connection with procedures 2000 and 2100. When DSO 400 receives message 522, it performs Ring message procedure 2100, discussed above. After task 2216, program control exits routine 2204 and returns to Executive routine 1500.

[0103] FIG. 23 shows a flow chart of a Unit-Found message procedure 2300. SO 400 performs procedure 2300 when a Unit-Found message 510 is received from a DMU 300. As discussed above in connection with MU procedure 1200, when a DMU 300 receives Incoming-Call message 508, it responds with Unit-Found message 510. Unit-Found message 510 conveys the identity of DMU 300.

[0104] Procedure 2300 performs a task 2302 to send Unit-Found message 510 to the OSO 400 if SO 400 is acting as the DSO for this call. A task 2304 updates the call record kept by DSO 400 and stops any search for DMU 300 being performed by tasks 2112-2114 of procedure 2100. Although not specifically shown in FIG. 23, an OSO 400 receiving message 510 may update its call record and alter any user feedback it is processing call records originated by OSO 400. Nothing prevents the hardware in which SO 400 is embodied from additionally performing this call record processing function as yet another logical entity partner to SO 400.

After tasks 2302-2304, program control exits procedure 2300 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

[0105] FIG. 24 shows a flow chart of an Off-Hook message procedure 2400. SO 400 performs procedure 2400 when an Off-Hook message 514 is received from a DMU 300. As discussed above in connection with MU procedure 1200, a DMU 300 responds with Off-Hook message 514 when a user of DMU 300 answers the call. Off-Hook message 514 conveys the identity of DMU 300.

[0106] If procedure 2400 is being performed by a DSO 400, a task 2402 sends Off-Hook message 514 on to
OSO 400. DSO 400 may append a routing code to message 514. This routing code can be used in routing call traffic to DMU 300. OSO 400 will then perform procedure 2400. OSO 400 may perform task 2402 to provide a routing code for use in routing call traffic to OMU 300 to the destination end of the call. A task 2404 updates the call record to indicate that the call is now being established and stops any busy alarms, discussed above in connection with task 2002, that may be set with respect to this call. A task 2406 sends Call-Connected message 516 to the MU 300 being serviced. MU 300 is the DMU when a DSO 400 performs procedure 2400 and the OMU when an OSO 400 performs procedure 2400.

As discussed above, message 516 will, when received at the OMU and DMU, include data that assigns a traffic channel (TCH) to the call. Of course, in the preferred embodiment the traffic channels used by an OMU and DMU are governed by the satellites 104 with which the OMU and DMU are communicating, and the OMU and DMU will have their own respective traffic channels. This assignment data may be determined by the SOs 400 or by the satellites 104 which are currently involved in the call and directly communicating with the MUs 300. After task 2406, program control exits procedure 2400 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

The call is now setup from the perspective of SOs 400. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the call itself need not be routed through the SOs 400 which control the call.

FIG. 25 shows a flow chart of a Ring-Failure message procedure 2500. SO 400 performs procedure 2500 when a Ring-Failure message 526 is received from a DSO 300. As discussed above in connection with SO procedure 2100, a DSO 400 sends Ring-Failure message 526 to OSO 400 when it determines that the call cannot be setup. Message 526 conveys the ID of DMU 300 and an indication of the reason why the call cannot be setup. Procedure 2500 performs call failure routine 2204, discussed above. The recording played at task 2208 in routine 2204 may simply play a conventional busy tone or may play a voice message which explains the problem encountered in setting up the call. After routine 2204, program control exits procedure 2700 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

FIG. 26 shows a flow chart of a Kill-Call message procedure 2600. SO 400 performs procedure 2600 when a Kill-Call message 512 is received. Message 512 may be received from a MU 300 or another SO 400 and may be received while SO 400 is acting as an OSO or a DSO. As discussed above, Kill-Call message 512 indicates that the call setup process, or call if it is in progress, needs to be terminated.

Procedure 2600 performs a task 2602 to finalize and send the call record SO 400 has been making with respect to the present call. A task 2604 stops all in-progress processes related to the call. Such processes may, for example, be the search for DMU 300 discussed above in connection with procedure 2100, the busy alarm discussed above in connection with procedure 2000, or the playing of a recording in task 2208 of routine 2204. A task 2606 sends the Kill-Call message 512 on to either its served MU 300 or partner SO 400 in the present call. After tasks 2602-2606, program control exits procedure 2600 and returns to Executive procedure 1500.

FIG. 27 shows a flow chart of a Busy Alarm procedure 2700. SO 400 acts as an OSO when it performs procedure 2700. Procedure 2700 is performed when a busy alarm message is received. The busy alarm message is generated internally by SO 400 when a timing condition is met. As discussed above in connection with task 2002, a busy alarm is set when a call is being originated. If the call cannot be setup by the time that the busy alarm message is received, then procedure 2700 is performed.

FIG. 28 shows a flow chart of a Log-On message procedure 2800 which SIM 118 performs in support of the call setup process. Generally speaking, a SIM 118 maintains a database of subscriber records 700, as shown in FIG. 7, related to only a portion of the entire population of MUs 300. To those MUs 300 for which the SIM 118 maintains a subscriber record 700, the SIM is considered the home SIM 118 (HSIM). SIM 118 receives and responds to various messages to support the call setup process. These messages are received from SOs 400. Some messages may be passed on to SIM 118 from MUs 300 and other messages are originated at SOs 400. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that SIMs 118 may engage in numerous other activities related to the operation of network 122 other than call setup.

FIG. 29 shows a flow chart of a Log-On message procedure 2900. SIM 118 performs procedure 2900 when a Log-On message 502, discussed above in connection with MU procedure 800 and SO procedure 1600, is received. The receipt of Log-On message 502 indicates that a MU 300 is attempting to access network 122 to receive communication services.

FIG. 30 shows a flow chart of a SIM Executive procedure 3000 which SIM 118 performs in support of the call setup process. Procedure 3000 examines messages received at SIM 118 and switches program control to an appropriate procedure to respond to the received message. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that all procedures controlled by procedure 2800 may be reentrant. FIGs. 29-32 present flow charts of these procedures.

FIG. 31 shows a flow chart of a SIM Executive procedure 3100 which SIM 118 performs in support of the call setup process. Procedure 3100 examines messages received at SIM 118 and switches program control to an appropriate procedure to respond to the received message. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that all procedures controlled by procedure 2800 may be reentrant. FIGs. 29-32 present flow charts of these procedures.

FIG. 32 shows a flow chart of a SIM Executive procedure 3200 which SIM 118 performs in support of the call setup process. Procedure 3200 examines messages received at SIM 118 and switches program control to an appropriate procedure to respond to the received message. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that all procedures controlled by procedure 2800 may be reentrant. FIGs. 29-32 present flow charts of these procedures.
up the subscriber record 700 for the MU 300 identified by message 502. After task 2902, a query task 2904 determines whether task 2902 was successful in finding the MU's subscriber record 700. If no subscriber record is present, a task 2906 constructs and sends Log-On-Response message 504 back to the SO 400 which passed Log-On message 502 on to SIM 118. Message 504 will communicate the fact the MU 300 is considered invalid and that access is denied by network 122. After task 2906, program control exits procedure 2900 and returns to SIM Executive procedure 2800. The MU 300 is not logged on network 122, and the MU 300 will not receive communication services through network 122.

When task 2904 determines that a subscriber record exists for MU 300, a task 2908 saves or updates, in a data element 702 of subscriber record 700, the location data that Log-On message 502 provides. After task 2908, a query task 2910 determines whether MU 300 is valid. The validity check of task 2910 serves a purpose similar to that of the authentication test discussed above in connection with SO procedure 1600. Subscriber record 700 may include a data element 704 which task 2910 accesses and which conveys validation parameters. Data element 704 may be supplied by user input through I/O section 406 of SIM 118. The validation parameters may indicate that the subscriber to whom MU 300 is registered is not paying his or her bills for the services offered by network 122. In addition, the validation parameters may indicate that services are not to be allowed when users are located in certain areas, and task 2910 can evaluate these areas with respect to the location data stored in data element 702. When these and other considerations indicate that MU 300 is not valid, task 2906 is performed to return a Log-On-Response message 504 that denies access to network 122.

When task 2910 determines that MU 300 is a valid MU that should be allowed access to network 122, a task 2912 marks an activation status data element 706 of the MU's subscriber record 700 as being logged on. Next, a task 2914 constructs and sends Log-On-Response message 504 back to the SO 400 indicated in the received Log-On message 502. This time, Log-On-Response message 504 includes features data from a data element 708 of subscriber record 700. These features are discussed above in connection with SO procedure 1600. The features are entered into the MU's subscriber record 700 when service for MU 300 is initially registered with network 122 or thereafter updated. After task 2914, program control exits procedure 2900 and returns to Executive procedure 2800. MU 300 is now logged on network 122.

FIG. 30 shows a flow chart of a Locate-Unit message procedure 3000. SIM 118 performs procedure 3000 when a Locate-Unit message 524 is received. As discussed above in connection with SO procedure 2000, an OSO 400 sends a SIM 118 message 524 when a call is being setup to a DMU 300. Message 524 identifies the DMU to whom the call is being placed and the OSO 400 from whom message 524 is being sent.

Procedure 3000 performs a task 3002 to look up the DMU's subscriber record 700. A query task 3004 determines whether a record 700 exists for DMU 300 and whether the DMU is valid for this call. Validity parameters 704 may be consulted to determine whether the DMU is valid. A DMU may be considered invalid if, for example, the OSO 400 requesting the location of the DMU 300 is located in a region which has not been cleared to communicate to a MU 300 located where DMU 300 is currently located. If task 2804 determines that a subscriber record 700 for DMU 300 is not present or indicates an invalid DMU 300, then a task 3006 constructs and sends Locate-Unit-Response message 528, discussed above in connection with SO procedure 2200. Message 528 is sent to the OSO 400 that sent the received Locate-Unit message 524. In this situation, message 528 conveys the fact that a call may not be setup to the specified DMU 300.

When task 3004 determines that the specified MU 300 has a subscriber record 700 and is valid for receiving a call, a query task 3008 determines whether MU 300 is currently logged on network 122. This determination may be made by examining data element 706 of the DMU's subscriber record 700. If DMU 300 is not logged on, task 3006 sends message 528 to convey the fact that DMU 300 is not available for receiving calls and that a call may not be setup to DMU 300. If DMU 300 is logged on, a task 3010 obtains location data from data element 702 of the specified DMU's subscriber record 700, and a task 3012 formats and sends Locate-Unit-Response message 528 to the OSO 400 that sent the received Locate-Unit message 524. Task 3012 includes the location data obtained in task 3010 in message 528 and conveys the fact that DMU 300 is currently logged on network 122. After task 3012, program control exits procedure 3000 and returns to Executive procedure 2800.

FIG. 31 shows a flow chart of a Location-Update message procedure 3100. SIM 118 performs procedure 3100 when a Location-Update message 506 is received. As discussed above in connection with MU procedure 1000 and SO procedure 1800, a MU 300 originates Location-Update message 506 from time to time to automatically inform network 122 of its current location. Message 506 identifies the MU 300 which is reporting its location and includes data describing its current location.

Procedure 3100 performs a task 3102 to look up a subscriber record 700 for the MU 300 making the location report. Presumably, a record 700 exists because such location reports are made while MU 300 is logged on network 122. However, those skilled in the art will appreciate that various error checking and reporting schemes can be implemented in accordance with task 3102 to address mistakes. After task 3102, a task 3104 saves the location data included with message 506. Task 3104 saves this location data in the MU's subscrib-
er record 700 at data element 702. After task 3104, program control exits procedure 3100 and returns to Executive procedure 2800.

[0124] FIG. 32 shows a flow chart of a Log-Off message procedure 3200. SIM 118 performs procedure 3200 when it receives a Log-Off message 520. As discussed above in connection with MU procedure 1400 and SO procedure 1800, a MU 300 originates Log-Off message 520 before it de-energizes to automatically inform network 122 that it is not going to be available to receive calls. Message 520 identifies the MU 300 which is reporting its logging off condition.

[0125] Procedure 3200 performs a task 3202 to look up a subscriber record 700 for the MU 300 making the logging off report. Record 700 presumably exists because logging off reports are made from MUs 300 that are logged on network 122. After task 3202, a task 3204 marks activation status data element 706 of the MU's subscriber record 700 as being logged off. After task 3204, program control exits procedure 3200 and returns to Executive procedure 2800. Until MU 300 logs back on network 122, calls directed to MU 300 will be blocked through procedure 3000 without consuming additional network resources.

[0126] In summary, the present invention provides an improved call setup process which is adapted for use with mobile end users. MUs 300 automatically determine their current locations and report these locations to network 122. Network 122 keeps track of these locations and makes this information available to the relevant OSOs 400 which are attempting to setup calls to DMUs 300.

[0127] Moreover, the call setup process of the present invention is adapted for use in connection with a network 122 having mobile nodes, such as satellites 104. The location information is used by SOs 400 in making initial selections regarding which of numerous available mobile node resources to use for communication with MUs 300. Moreover, the bulk of call setup intelligence is preferably retained in SOs 400 and SIMs 118, which are more easily serviced that orbiting satellites 104.

[0128] The call setup process of the present invention is also adapted to conserve network resources and to complete call setup quickly. Each message communicated within environment 100 consumes some of the resources of network 122. The total number of messages communicated in setting up calls is minimized in the present invention. Information, such as validity and features, supporting call setup is maintained at outlying SOs 400 which are serving MUs 300 rather than being held at HSIMs 118. Accordingly SOs 400 may setup many types of calls quickly and without consulting a HSIM 118. When calls cannot be setup, the decisions to declare setup process failures are made quickly and with few internal network communications. The present invention has been described above with reference to preferred embodiments. However, those skilled in the art will recognize that changes and modifications may be made in these preferred embodiments without departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, messages and data elements discussed herein may include additional information not specifically discussed herein. Date and time stamps are likely candidates to be included in such additional information even though such stamps have no direct bearing on call setup. In addition, alternate position determining systems, such as LORAN or other systems and methods known to those skilled in the art, may be utilized by MUs 300 in determining their locations. Moreover, the mobile repeater nodes of network 122 need not be limited to satellites but may be terrestrial or airborne nodes.

Claims

1. A method of operating a home subscriber information manager (SIM) (118) portion of a network (112) in which the network includes a constellation of communications nodes (102) and a population of mobile units (300) selectively in communication with a plurality of switching offices (400), the method characterized by the steps of:

   maintaining, by a SIM, a database of subscriber records (600, 700), each subscriber record having a mobile unit ID (606) and activation status data (706) associated therewith;
   receiving at the SIM (118) a log-on message (2900) from one of said plurality of switching offices, said log-on message conveying a request for logging a mobile unit, said mobile unit having sent a log-on request (502) to said one of said plurality of switching offices and having been identified as being assigned to the SIM (118) by said one of said plurality of switching offices (400) on said network, and said log-on message including a mobile unit ID value;
   selecting one of said records (2902) in response to said ID value from said log-on message;
   modifying (2912) said activation status data of said selected record to indicate that said mobile unit is logged on said network;
   transmitting (2914), by the SIM (118), to said one of said plurality of switching offices, service data descriptive of said mobile unit;
   making timing and frequency adjustments to a transceiver (302) within a mobile unit (300) to compensate for relative movement between a mobile unit (300) and a communications node (102); keeping track of a current location for said mobile unit (1004);
   determining when said current location causes a predetermined threshold distance to be exceeded (1006); and
sending said current location when said threshold is exceeded (1008).

2. The method as claimed in claim 1 additionally characterized by the steps of:

receiving a log-off message (3200), said log-off message including data identifying a mobile unit (606);
selecting one of said records (3200) in accordance with said mobile unit identifying data; and
modifying said activation status data of said selected record to indicate that said mobile unit identified by said log-off message is logged off said network (3204).

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, further characterized by the steps of:

maintaining the database of subscriber records (600, 700) such that, each subscriber record has location data (604) associated therewith;
receiving the request for logging the mobile unit on said network (2900), wherein said request further includes data describing a location of said mobile unit; and
modifying said location data of said selected record (3104) to reflect said location describing data from said receiving step.

4. The method as claimed in claim 3 wherein:

said receiving step comprises the step of obtaining data identifying a switching office from which said log-on request was sent (1600);
evaluating said selected record to determine whether said mobile unit is a valid unit (1602); and
sending a message to said switching office (1610), said transmitted message informing said switching office whether said mobile unit is a valid unit.

5. The method as claimed in claim 1, further characterized by the steps of:

receiving, by a servicing switching office which is in data communication with the SIM, a request including the mobile unit ID value;
evaluating said mobile unit ID to identify the SIM to which said mobile unit is assigned (1608);
and
creating a record for said mobile unit said record including said service data.

6. The method as claimed in claim 5 additionally characterized by the steps of:

receiving a ring message (2100), said ring message identifying said mobile unit and instructing said servicing office to setup a call (2002) to said mobile unit;
finding said mobile unit (2010); and
determining whether said mobile unit goes to an off-hook condition (2400).

7. The method as claimed in claim 1, further characterized by the steps of:

determining a location of said mobile unit (802); reporting (804) said location of said mobile unit to said network over a communication channel; and
receiving a log-on message (808) by said mobile unit from said network over said communication channel, said log-on message informing (812) said mobile unit that said mobile unit may engage in said calls.

8. The method as claimed in claim 1 additionally comprising the steps of:

receiving a location-update message, said location-update message including data identifying a mobile unit and data describing a location of said identified mobile unit;
selecting one of said records in accordance with said mobile unit identifying data; and
modifying said location data of said selected record in accordance with location describing data from said location-update message.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Betreiben eines Heimteilnehmerinformationsverwalters ("home subscriber information manager") (SIM) (118) eines Netzwerks (112), in dem das Netzwerk eine Konstellation von Kommunikationsknoten (102) und einen Bestand mobiler Einheiten (300) beinhaltet, die sich selektiv in Kommunikation mit einer Vielzahl von Vermittlungsstellen (400) befinden, wobei das Verfahren gekennzeichnet ist durch die Schritte des:

Unterhaltens einer Datenbank von Teilnehmerprotokollen (600, 700) durch einen SIM, wobei jedem Teilnehmerprotokoll eine Kennung der mobilen Einheit (606) und Aktivierungsstatusdaten (706) zugeordnet sind;
Empfangens am SIM (118) einer Logon-Nachricht (2900) von einer der Vielzahl der Vermittlungsstellen, wobei die Logon-Nachricht eine Anfrage zum Einloggen einer mobilen Einheit im Netzwerk übermittelt, wobei die mobile Einheit eine Logon-Anfrage (502) an eine der Viel-
zahl der Vermittlungsstellen gesendet hat und durch eine der Vielzahl der Vermittlungsstellen (400) als dem SIM (118) zugewiesen identifiziert wurde, und wobei die Logon-Nachricht einen Kennungswert der mobilen Einheit beinhaltet; Auswählens eines der Protokolle (2902) als Antwort auf den Kennungswert aus der Logon-Nachricht; Modifizierens (2912) der Aktivierungsstatusdaten des ausgewählten Protokolls, um anzuzeigen, dass die mobile Einheit im Netzwerk eingeloggt ist; Übertragens (2914) von Dienstdaten, welche die mobile Einheit beschreiben, durch den SIM (118) an die eine der Vielzahl der Vermittlungsstellen; Vornehmens von Timing- und Frequenzanpassungen an einem Sende-/Empfangsgerät (302) innerhalb einer mobilen Einheit (300), um relative Bewegung zwischen einer mobilen Einheit (300) und einem Kommunikationsknoten (102) auszugleichen; ständigen Bestimmens eines gegenwärtigen Standorts der mobilen Einheit (1004); Feststellens, wenn der gegenwärtige Standort die Überschreitung einer vorher bestimmten Schwellenwertdistanz verursacht (1006); und Sendens des gegenwärtigen Standorts, wenn der Schwellenwert überschritten wird (1008).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, zusätzlich gekennzeichnet durch die Schritte des:

Empfangens einer Logoff-Nachricht (3200), wobei die Logoff-Nachricht Daten beinhaltet, die eine mobile Einheit identifizieren (606); Auswählens eines der Protokolle (3200) gemäß der Daten, welche die mobile Einheit identifizieren; und Modifizierens der Aktivierungsstatusdaten des ausgewählten Protokolls, um anzuzeigen, dass die mobile Einheit, die durch die Logoff-Nachricht identifiziert ist, aus dem Netzwerk ausge- loggt ist (3204).

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner gekennzeichnet durch die Schritte des:

Unterhalten der Datenbank von Teilnehmerprotokollen (600, 700) auf eine Weise, dass jedem Teilnehmerprotokoll Standortdaten (604) zugeordnet sind; Empfangens der Anfrage nach Einloggen der mobilen Einheit in das Netzwerk (2900), wobei die Anfrage ferner Daten beinhaltet, die einen Standort der mobilen Einheit beschreiben; und Modifizierens der Standortdaten des ausge- wählten Protokolls (3104), um die Daten, die den Standort beschreiben, aus dem Schritt des Empfangens wiederzugeben.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei:

der Schritt des Empfangens den Schritt des Erhaltens von Daten, die eine Vermittlungsstelle identifizieren, von der die Logon-Anfrage gesendet wurde (1600); des Auswertens des ausgewählten Protokolls, um festzustellen, ob die mobile Einheit eine gültige Einheit ist (1602); und des Sendens einer Nachricht an die Vermittlungsstelle (1610) umfasst, wobei die übertragene Nachricht die Vermittlungsstelle informiert, ob die mobile Einheit eine gültige Einheit ist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner gekennzeichnet durch die Schritte des:

Empfangens einer Anfrage, die den Kennungswert der mobilen Einheit beinhaltet, durch eine Vermittlungsstelle, die sich in Datenkommunikation mit dem SIM befindet; Auswertens des Kennungswerts der mobilen Einheit, um den SIM zu identifizieren, dem die mobile Einheit zugewiesen ist (1608); und Erstellens eines Protokolls für die mobile Einheit, wobei das Protokoll Dienstdaten beinhaltet.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, zusätzlich gekennzeichnet durch die Schritte des:

Empfangens einer Rufton-Nachricht (2100), wobei die Rufton-Nachricht die mobile Einheit identifiziert und der dienstleistenden Stelle den Befehl gibt, einen Anruf an die mobile Einheit einzurichten (2002); Findens der mobilen Einheit (2010); und Feststellens, ob die mobile Einheit in einen nicht aufgelegten Zustand übergeht (2400).

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner gekennzeichnet durch die Schritte des:

Bestimmens eines Standortes der mobilen Einheit (802); Meldens (804) des Standorts der mobilen Einheit über einen Kommunikationskanal an das Netzwerk; und Empfangens einer Logon-Nachricht (808) durch die mobile Einheit über den Kommunikationskanal vom Netzwerk, wobei die Logon-Nachricht die mobile Einheit informiert (812), daß die mobile Einheit an den Anrufen
beteiligt sein könnte.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, zusätzlich umfassend die Schritte des:

Empfangs einer Standort-Aktualisierungs-Nachricht, wobei die Standort-Aktualisierungs-Nachricht Daten, die eine mobile Einheit identifizieren, und Daten, die einen Standort der identifizierten mobilen Einheit beschreiben, beinhalten; und Modifizierens der Standortdaten des ausgewählten Protokolls gemäß der Daten, die den Standort beschreiben, aus der Standort-Aktualisierungs-Nachricht.

Revendications

1. Procédé permettant de faire fonctionner une partie de gestionnaire d’information d’abonné domestique ou d’accueil (SIM) (118) d’un réseau (112) où le réseau inclut une constellation de noeuds de communication (102) et une population d’unités mobiles (300) en communication de façon selective avec une pluralité de centres de commutation (400), le procédé étant caractérisé par les étapes de:

maintien, au moyen d’un SIM, d’une base de données d’enregistrements d’abonné (600, 700), chaque enregistrement d’abonné comportant une identification ou ID d’unité mobile (606) et des données d’état d’activation (706) qui lui sont associées ;

réception au niveau du SIM (118) d’un message de connexion (2900) en provenance de l’un de ladite pluralité de centres de commutation, ledit message de connexion envoyant une requête pour connecter une unité mobile, ladite unité mobile ayant envoyé une requête de connexion (502) sur ledit un de ladite pluralité de centres de commutation et ayant été identifiée comme étant assignée au SIM (118) au moyen dudit un de ladite pluralité de centres de commutation (400), sur ledit réseau, et ledit message de connexion incluant une valeur d’identification ou ID d’unité mobile ;

réception d’un message de déconnexion (3200), ledit message de déconnexion incluant des données qui identifient une unité mobile (606) ;

réalisation de réglages de cadencement et de fréquence sur un émetteur-récepteur (302) à l’intérieur d’une unité mobile (300) afin de compenser un déplacement relatif entre une unité mobile (300) et un noeud de communication (102) ;

action consistant à garder trace d’une localisation courante pour ladite unité mobile (1004) ;

détermination de lorsque ladite localisation courante a pour effet qu’une distance de seuil prédéterminée est excédée (1006) ; et

envoi de ladite localisation courante lorsque ledit seuil est excédé (1008).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en outre par les étapes de :

réception d’un message de déconnexion (3200), ledit message de déconnexion incluant des données qui identifient une unité mobile (606) ;

sélection de l’un desdits enregistrements (3200) conformément auxdites données d’identification d’unité mobile ; et

modification desdites données d’état d’activation dudit enregistrement sélectionné afin d’indiquer que ladite unité mobile qui est identifiée au moyen dudit message de déconnexion est déconnectée dudit réseau (3204).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en outre par les étapes de :

maintien de la base de données d’enregistrements d’abonné (600, 700) de telle sorte que chaque enregistrement d’abonné dispose de données de localisation (604) qui lui sont associées ;

réception de la requête pour connecter l’unité mobile sur ledit réseau (2900), dans lequel :

ladite requête inclut en outre des données qui décrivent une localisation de ladite unité mobile ; et

modification desdites données de localisation dudit enregistrement sélectionné (3104) pour refléter lesdites données de description de localisation en provenance de ladite étape de réception.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel :

ladite étape de réception comprend les étapes de :
obtention de données qui identifient un centre de commutation depuis lequel ladite requête de connexion a été envoyée (1600) ; évaluation dudit enregistrement sélectionné afin de déterminer si oui ou non ladite unité mobile est une unité valide (1602) ; et envoi d'un message sur ledit centre de commutation (1610), ledit message transmis informant ledit centre de commutation de si oui ou non ladite unité mobile est une unité valide.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en outre par les étapes de :

рецption, par un centre de commutation de desserte qui est en communication de données avec le SIM, d'une requête qui inclut la valeur d'identification ou ID d'unité mobile ; évaluation de ladite ID d'unité mobile afin d'identifier le SIM auquel ladite unité mobile est assignée (1608) ; et création d'un enregistrement pour ladite unité mobile, ledit enregistrement incluant lesdites données de service ou de desserte.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, caractérisé additionnellement par les étapes de :

réception d'un message de sonnerie (2100), ledit message de sonnerie identifiant ladite unité mobile et demandant en instruction audit centre de service ou de desserte d'instaurer un appel (2002) sur ladite unité mobile ; recherche de ladite unité mobile (2010) ; et détermination de si oui ou non ladite unité mobile passe dans une condition de décrochage (2400).

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en outre par les étapes de :

détermination d'une localisation de ladite unité mobile (802) ; rapport (804) de ladite localisation de ladite unité mobile audit réseau sur un canal de communication ; et réception d'un message de connexion (808) par ladite unité mobile depuis ledit réseau sur ledit canal de communication, ledit message de connexion informant (812) ladite unité mobile du fait que ladite unité mobile peut être engagée dans lesdits appels.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre les étapes de :

réception d'un message de mise à jour de localisation, ledit message de mise à jour de localisation incluant des données qui identifient une unité mobile et des données qui décrivent une localisation de ladite unité mobile identifiée ; sélection de l'un desdits enregistrements conformément auxdites données d'identification d'unité mobile ; et modification desdites données de localisation dudit enregistrement sélectionné conformément à des données de description de localisation en provenance dudit message de mise à jour de localisation.
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